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Let P and Q be (partially) ordered sets with the same comparability graph. A bijection is 
constructed between the sets of linear extensions of P and Q such that the number of setups is 
preserved. This yields a common generaliTation of the comparability invariance of order 
dimension, setup number and number of linear extensions. 
1. Introduction 
Many important invariants associated with (partially) ordered sets P actually 
are not so much invariants of the isomorphism class of P than invariants of the 
isomorphism class of G(P), the comparability graph of P. This has been observed 
for the order dimension by Trotter et al. [11] and Arditti and Jung [1] (in the 
infinite case), for the number of linear extensions by Stanley (cf. Golumbic [6, p. 
139]) and for the setup number by Habib [7]. Faigle and Schrader [4], in addition, 
show that every invariant which may be computed from the order polynomial 
already is a comparability invariant. 
The foregoing results can be proved by applying a simultaneous substitution 
decomposition to the ordered set P and its comparability graph G(P), due to 
GaUai [5] and Shevrin and Filippov [9]. In this paper we use the substitution 
decomposition to inductively construct a canonical bijection between the sets of 
linear extensions of two orders with the same comparability graph which 
preserves the number of setups. Moreover, the bijection maps a suitable optimal 
dimension representation of one ordered set onto an optimal representation of
the other. Thus we obtain a common generalization of the invariance of the 
dimension, the number of linear extensions and of the setup number. 
The main result is presented in Section 3. Section 2 collects definitions and 
preliminary results. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In this section we collect the fundamental definitions and give a brief outline of 
the comparability decomposition for (partially) ordered sets. In our presentation 
we follow Buer and M6hring [2]. 
Let P be a (partial) order with finite ground set E. The comparability graph 
G(P) of P is the (undirected) graph on the vertex set E, where x, y • E are 
adjacent in G(P) if x < y or y < x in P. 
An autonomous set of P is a subset A c_ E such that for every a • A and x • E \A ,  
a < x implies y < x and a > x implies y > x for all y • A. Similarly, a module of G (P) 
is a subset M c_ E such that for every m • M and x ~ E\M,  x is adjacent o all 
y • M whenever x is adjacent o m. Thus every autonomous set of P is a module 
of G(P). 
We call G(P) indecomposable if G(P) admits only the trivial modules: O, E, 
and the singletons. Similarly, P is irreducible if P admits only the trivial 
autonomous sets. 
The connected components of G(P) partition E into autonomous ets, the 
parallel decomposition st, of P. Moreover, one immediately verifies that the 
connected components of the complementary graph G(P) also partition E into 
autonomous sets, the series decomposition :ts of P. In particular, the blocks of sts 
form a chain in the order induced by P. 
Let now st be a partition of E either into modules of G(P) or into autonomous 
sets of P. We then denote by G(P)/st the graph on the blocks of st induced by 
G(P) or, in the latter case, we let P/st be the order on the blocks of st induced 
by P. 
Theorem 2.1. f f  stt, = {E} = sts, then the maximal proper modules of G(P) form 
a partition st of E into autonomous sets such that G(P)/st is indecomposable and 
P/st is irreducible. 
We will need Theorem 2.1 in connection with the following 
Lemma 2.2. Let the orders P and Q have the same comparability graph G. Then 
P = Q or P = Q* whenever G is indecomposable, where Q* denotes the order dual 
of Q, i.e., E equipped with the inverted order relation. 
Calling two orders P and Q equivalent (denoted P - Q) if they have the same 
comparability graph, Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 imply that two equivalent 
orders either are isomorphic or anti-isomorphic or admit a partition st of the 
ground set into autonomous ets such that P/st and Q/st are isomorphic or 
anti-isomorphic. Our construction in the next section will be based on this fact. 
A linear extension of the ordered set P is a permutation L =PIPE" • "P~ of the 
elements of E such that Pi <P j  in P implies i <j .  A setup of L is a pair (Pi, P~+0 
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with p~ ~pi+~. s(L) is the number of setups of the linear extension L. We now 
define the setup number of P by 
s(P) = min{s(L): L linear extension of P}. 
We denote the set of all linear extensions of P by ~(P)  and, for k e ~, by 
~k(P) the set of linear extensions with exactly k setups. Thus 
ILe (P)l 
k~N 
and 
s(P) = min{k e ~: ~k(P) ~ 0}. 
The order dimension dim P of the ordered set P is the minimum number of linear 
extensions of P such that for arbitrary elements x, y e E, x ~ y in P if and only if 
x comes before y in all of the linear extensions considered, i.e., P is the 
intersection of the corresponding linear orders. 
3. The bijection 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following 
Theorem 3.1. Let P and Q be two equivalent orders on the ground set E. Then 
there exists a bijection dp: .~(P)--->.~(Q) such that s(1)=s(dp(l)) holds for all 
l e.~(P). 
We construct a bijection ~ with the desired property inductively, making use of 
the simultaneous decomposition of P and Q as pronounced in Theorem 2.1. So 
assume that for every pair of equivalent orders with smaller cardinalities of the 
ground set suitable bijections exist. To fix notation, if :r = ( : t~ , . . . ,  ate) is a 
partition of the ground set into autonomous ubsets we denote by P(:ri) the 
ordered set induced by P on the block :ti. The analogous notation applies to Q. 
Since the Theorem clearly holds if IE I -  1, we assume IEI > 1 and distinguish 
three cases. 
Case 1. The comparability graph G admits a series decomposition :rs = (:t l , . . . ,  :rn) 
with n I> 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume :rl < ~r2 <- . "  < :rn with 
respect to P/:ts and : to( l )<:to(2)<-."  < :to(n) with respect to Q/ats for some 
suitable permutation o. 
Since P(ni)-Q(~ri) we can find bijections 4,: -~(P(:ti))---~(Q(~ri)) for 
1 ~< i <~ n. If l e ~(P)  is arbitrary then l can be written as l = 11/2. • • In, where 
li e ~(P(:t i ) )  for 1 ~< i ~< n. We now define 
4(1) = ¢o0)(1oO))¢o(2)(lo(2)) • • • dpo(,,)(lo(,,)). 
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tp clearly gives rise to a bijection. Furthermore, by induction, tp preserves the 
number of setups since setups can only occur within blocks of :rs. 
Case 2. There is a partition : r ( : r l , . . . ,  :rn) with n I> 2 into autonomous ets of 
P and Q such that P/:r  = Q/:r. 
Any l • ~(P)  naturally decomposes into maximal substrings l~, such that every 
substring is contained in exactly one autonomous set :ri. Let li = l~l 2. • • I k be the 
linear extension of P(:r~) induced by l. Furthermore, set m~ = dp~(li), where the 
tp~'s are as in Case 1. Making use of the fact that tPi preserves the number of 
1 2 -m k according setups and non-setups, we split mi into k substrings m~ = mimi  • • 
to the following principle: 
(i) number the setups and non-setups of li and mi from left to right; 
(ii) for 1 <~ j ~< k - 1 put a marker at the tth setup (non-setup) of m~, if the tth 
setup (non-setup) occurs between l~ and/~+~; 
j 2 . .  m/k. (iii) the k - 1 markers naturally split mi into k substrings m i = mim~ • 
Then tp(I) is the linear extension m consisting of the strings m~ such that if l~ is 
the rth substring of l then m~ is the rth substring of m. 
Lemma 3.2. For every I • .T(P) ,  cp(l) • .T(Q).  
Proof. Suppose tp(l) ~ .T(Q). Then there exist a, b • E such that a is before b in 
tp(l), but a > b in Q. Since by construction the restriction of ~(l) to any block :ri. 
is a linear extension of Q(:r~), a and b cannot be members of the same block :ri. 
So assume a • :ri, b • :rj for suitable i and j. Hence a > b implies :r~ > :rj in 
Q/:r  = P/:r. But then any member of :r~ is before any member of :ri in l and hence 
in tp(l), contradicting the assumption about ~p(1). [] 
Lemma 3.3. Under the hypothesis o f  Case 2, dp is a bijection preserving the 
number  o f  setups. 
Proof. To see that tp is bijective consider tp(l)= m, where m is constructed as in 
Case 2. Applying the same construction to m with respect o the inverse maps 
~-1, one clearly recaptures I as the inverse image ~- l (m).  Hence both ~ and 4 -1 
are injective and therefore bijective. 
It remains to show that tp preserves the number of setups. Consider a setup 
(a, b) of the linear extension I e ~(P) .  If a is the last element of some substring l~ 
and b is the first element of 1~ then a setup will occur between the corresponding 
substrings m~ and i~. If the setup occurs within some substring 1~, say the wth 
setup of li, then by the choice of ~pi and the construction of tp, the wth setup of m~ 
must occur within some substring m~. Hence s(l)<<-s(fp(l)). Since the same 
argument applies to ~b -1 the proof of the Lemma is finished. [] 
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Case 3. There is a partition :t = ( : r~ , . . . ,  :rn) with n I> 2 into autonomous sets of 
P and Q such that P/:t = (Q/~)*. In this case P/~r = Q*/:t. Observing that every 
subset of E which is autonomous with respect o Q is also autonomous with respect 
to Q* and clearly P and Q* are equivalent as well, we can find a bijection 9" 
between ~(P)  and ~?(Q*), as in Case 2, such that the requirements of the 
Theorem are satisfied. For any l e .~(P)  we now define ~(l) as the linear 
extension ~*(l) listed in the reverse order. Since any linear extension of Q* may 
be reversed to yield a linear extension of Q with the 'same' setups, ~ has the 
desired properties. 
In view of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 at least one of the three cases 
considered must apply to two equivalent orders on the same ground set. Thus the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete. 
Theorem 3.1 has the following immediate consequences: 
Corollary 3.4. The number of linear extensions with exactly k setups is a 
comparability invariant. Le., if e ~ Q then I~ek(P)l = I&ek(a)l. 
Corollary 3.5 ([7]). The number of  linear extensions i a comparability invariant. 
Corollary 3.6. The number of  optimal linear extensions is a comparability 
invariant. 
Corollary 3.7. ([7], [4]). The setup number is a comparability invariant. 
Let d be the order dimension of P and say that the set P , . . . ,  1 a is an optimal 
linear representation of P if P is the intersection of l ~, . . . ,  l a. 
Theorem 3.8. Let P and Q be two equivalent orders on E. Then the bijection in 
Theorem 3.1 can be chosen so that in addition the following property holds: There 
is an optimal inear representation P , . . . ,  l a of  P such that Q is the intersection of 
~p(lX), . . .  , dp(la). 
We proceed by induction on IEI and note that the case IEI = 1 is trivially true. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we assume w.l.o.g, that there exists a partition 
: r= ( : r l , . . . ,  :tn), n>12, of E into autonomous ets of P and Q such that 
P/~r = Q/:t. 
Let d = max{dim P/:t, dim PQrx) , . . . ,  dim P(~n)}. By induction, we can find, 
for every 1 <- i~n,  bijections ~i with respect to ~i and an optimal linear 
representation l~, 1 ~<j <~ dim P(:ri), such that the dpi(l~) represent Q(~ri). In 
addition, we can choose an optimal linear representation lJ0, 1 ~<j ~< dim P/:r, of 
P/~r. By repeating linear extensions if necessary, we can assume that each 
representation has exactly d members. For each lJ0, 1 ~< j ~< d, we replace :ti by 1~. 
This process yields linear extensions 11, . . . ,  l a of P which apparently represent P. 
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In fact, 11, . . . ,  l a provides an optimal linear representation f P since it is not 
difficult to see that dim P ~> d and hence dim P = d (cf. Hiraguchi [8]). 
We now construct ~ as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and claim that 
dp(ll),..., ~p(l a) represents Q. Suppose this is not the case, then there are 
a, b e E such that a comes before b in every qb(li), 1 ~ i  ~< d, but a ~ b in Q. 
However, a and b cannot be in the same block :ri by the choice of ~i. So a e :t~ 
and b • :rj for i~ j  and hence by the choice of the /o'S :t~ <~:rj in Q/:r, which 
implies a ~< b in Q, a contradiction. 
Corollary 3.9 ([11]). The order dimension is a comparability invariant. 
It might be interesting to observe that the proof for the existence of the 
bijection in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.8 is constructive. One obtains 
recursively from a decomposition tree of the comparability graph in the spirit of 
Theorem 2.1. 
4. Remarks 
In view of the substitution decomposition, comparability invariants can 
abstractly be understood as those parameters which remain unchanged under 
replacement of a module by its order dual (see also [3] and [7]). The difficulty for 
verifying comparability invariance thus reduces to this induction step. Rather 
than repeating this technique in each case, our constructive approach ere goes 
one step further and establishes a natural bijection from which many com- 
parability invariants can be read off directly. We remark that this construction is
also used in [3] to derive the invariance of order dimension, setup number and 
number of linear extensions. 
Stanley [10] introduced the order polynomial associated with the ordered set P 
as 
w(P;x)= ~=le~x(x-1). . (x -k  + 1), 
where n = Iel and ek is the number of order preserving surjections from P onto a 
chain with k elements. Thus, e.g. en equals the number of linear extensions of P. 
In [4] it is shown that w(P; x) only depends on the comparability graph of P. It 
would be interesting to also have a combinatorial proof of this fact which 
establishes appropriate bijections between the sets of surjections onto k-chains of 
equivalent orders. 
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